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LOS ANGELES, Nov. 3 . . . The American Jewish Committee announced today the establishment of its

Pacific Rim Institute, its programs directed both toward the rapidly growing Asian American population

and toward some of the Asian nations that have come to play "an increasingly significant part in shaping

world affairs and who impact on the destinies of all of us."

The announcement was made by Bruce M. Ramer of Los Angeles, Chair of AJC's Board of Trustees,

at a luncheon meeting during the Committee's 83rd annual National Executive Council meeting, continuing

through Sunday at the Beverly Hilton Hotel.

Mr. Ramer, who will be first chairman of the Institute, which is being funded privately by individuals,

businesses, and foundations interested in the Pacific Rim area, announced also that it would be housed in

Los Angeles and be directed by Dr. Neil Sandberg, who is shortly leaving his position as AJC's Western

Regional Director. Martin Kellner and Sanford C. Sigaloff are co-chairmen.

In explaining the establishment of the new Institute, Mr. Ramer said: "The Asian/Pacific countries

are a primary source of U.S. immigration today, with Europe accounting for only 1 in 10 of the newcomers.

At the same time, Asia is supplanting Europe as a region of primary economic and geographic importance,"

with U.S. trade with Japan and other Asian countries greater today than with Europe, and the President's

Commission on Industrial Competitiveness believing that Asian trade with the U.S. will be double that of

Europe by 1995.

Yet, he went on, despite a very limited Jewish population base in the region, "we have noticed

manifestations of anti-Jewish sentiment in such nations as Japan, China and Korea, among others."

Mr. Ramer pointed also to Israel, and how its interests are affected in the Pacific Rim area. He

asserted: "Israel has sought to cultivate friends in Asia through trade and technical assistance, but those

Asian countries that share borders with communist or Muslim states, or that have large Muslim populations,

have been especially vulnerable to pressures of Arab and Third World blocs. Heavy dependence on Arab

oil and Arab markets also contribute to the fact that Israel's relations with many Asian states have been

marginal at best."

But AJC's interest in the growing Asian American population is "at least as compelling," Mr. Ramer

went on: "As a result of changes in U.S. immigration and refugee policy, there are now just as many people

of Asian background living in the U.S. as there are Jews, and it is estimated that the number of Asians will

double soon after the year 2000. While in the past most Asians have settled in the West, today they are

widely distributed across the country."

This pattern of immigration "raises two complementary challenges" for the American Jewish Committee:

"First, we have an interest in helping newcomers from different cultures integrate into our common values

system and become part of the American whole. Second, American society needs to appreciate and learn
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from the values of immigrant groups so that we continue to be an ethnically diverse but politically united

nation."

"As the Jewish community looks to combat anti-Semitism and to build bridges with people of other

cultures," Mr. Ramer said, Asian Americans present a growing and significant area of coalitional opportunity.

"We share a commonality of such values as commitment to family, education and hard work, along with our

special experiences of dealing with prejudice, discrimination, upward mobility and assimilation."

Mr. Ramer reported that Dr. Sandberg and David A. Harris, AJC's Washington Representative, recently

had visited Japan and Dr. Sandberg had visited Korea. Through such efforts, AJC has reached many leading

influentials in Japan and Korea, including key people in the Foreign Ministries, Ministries of Education,

universities, think tanks, and the media, and already has several accomplishments:

1. AJC, in partnership with the Japan Center for International Exchange, a leading private

organization, and through the efforts of Isaac Shapiro and Mr. Harris, is sending Jewish influentials to Japan

in December, and the Japanese will send some of their key people to the U.S. next spring.

2. The Publishers Assn. of Japan, together with the Dictionary Publishers Assn., is planning a code

of ethics for book publishers. This is in response to the recent proliferation of anti-Semitic books in Japan.

Mr. Ramer explained: "We have not been advocating censorship but rather a sensitizing process on how

anti-Semitic and racist publications adversely impact the image of Japan in the U.S. and around the world."

3. Working with NHK, the huge public television network in Japan, AJC recently arranged two

broadcasts, one on the plight of Soviet Jews, the other showing a cultural exchange program between the

children of Japanese nationals living in Los Angeles and youngsters from a Jewish school, the first of what

is expected to be a series of broadcasts depicting various aspects of Jewish life and cultural diversity in the

U.S.

4. AJC has been asked to join in scholarly programs by the y\sian Institute for Public Policy, a Korean

think tank, and the Korean Broadcasting System is considering an AJC proposal for broadcasts in Korea

of materials on Jews, Israel, and cultural diversity.

Mr. Ramer added that the activities of AJC's Pacific Rim Institute would stress research, consultations,

publications, and work with the media and with influentials. U.S. Embassies in Japan and Korea, he added,

have welcomed AJC's activities, and have asked for its cooperation with the programs of the United States

Information Services.

The American Jewish Committee protects ̂ he rights and freedoms of Jews the world over; combats

bigotry and anti-Semitism; promotes human rights for all; works for the security of Israel and deepened

understanding between Americans and Israelis; defends democratic values and seeks their realization in

American public policy; enhances the creative vitality of the Jewish people. Founded in 1906, it is the

pioneer human-relations agency in the U.S.
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